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For the second edition of  QUADRAT we have chosen to highlight two photographers from Japan. We 
visited them in Tokyo - Mamiko Konishi and Toshihiro Oshima.

With her serene, subtly mature photographs, Mamiko Konishi draws 
us into her world and allows us to join her in being profoundly moved, 
even by the slightest of everyday occurrences. 
 

Toshihiro Oshima, with his extraordinary talent, succeeds in turning 
the metropolis into a tangible magical realm in which he transforms light 
and darkness into a musical visual rhythm in which nothing that has life 
can elude.

Both photographers have pressed ahead with their body of work into a domain of the photographic 
medium that I like to describe as the perfect condensation of the art of photographic expression. 
Without the freedom of  the illustrator to add or take away at will or to use other forms and tools of 
manipulation, both of them succeed in capturing world and charging it with such personal emotions 

EDITORS NOTE
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that they take us, the viewers, on a journey that is intended to broaden our horizons and enrich our 
own existence. At the same time, they do this with such ease, without any affected search for meaning 
or feigned capitulation to a higher purpose followed by a loudmouthed flight into the purely toponymic, 
as, unfortunately, is very often the case with photography. Their pictures are so outstanding because 
they’re genuine. Their images are concrete, not artificial. They are images of unique situations and 
unique events and yet they evade any measurement of time in their immediacy. 

To quote from the Japanese book “Kokinshu”, written in the year 905 A.D.:  

“Japanese poetry has as its seed the human heart, and from it sprout endless leaves of words. Many 
things touch people in this life and they try to express their emotions with images they conjure from 
what they see and hear.”

That also applies to what these two photographers have perfected in their work.  

      Urs Bernhard

   Photo: Toshihiro Oshima
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Mamiko Konishi
A Walk on the Serene Side

He eyes me shyly from behind her, the leash wrapped all 
around her legs. Mamiko Konishi laughs heartily and speaks 
soothingly to Simon, her Basenji-dog. I hold out my hand for 
him to sniff, which he does at great length. Then, finally, he 
looks at me with eyes that are alert and with several worried 
wrinkles on his canine brow. After a while (is he thinking it 
over?), he seems to decide that everything’s alright and it’s 
off we go. 
The small, robust dog pulls Mamiko, a twin lens reflex dang-
ling around her neck today, but she, gently but decisively, 
determines the direction of  this morning’s stroll. It’s Satur-
day, still a little cool for spring in Tokyo. Cherry blossom 
time has just ended, yesterday’s rain dispatching the remai-
ning blossoms to the ground. 

Her photography began with this dog and the walks they 
take together. It’s always the same area in this megacity 
that becomes the backdrop of her pictures – just a few 
square kilometers of  this metropolis (and the occasional 
visit to the  rural province where her parents live). This Tokyo 
neighborhood, Sendgaya, is her beat. We walk down the 
streets, boulevards and alleys, through the parks and back 
courtyards.

Suddenly she stops, snaps the viewfinder cover up, and, as 
if  he knew  what she was doing and sympathized, the little 
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dog stops in his tracks and quits pulling on the leash. At the 
same time, he gives me a worried look as if he wanted to 
make sure that I understood. I tell him in English that every-
thing’s alright and he looks at me with his head cocked, as if 
to say: “Quiet! She has to concentrate.” And he’s right. His 
mistress’ total concentration is focused on a detail on the 
side of the street. Click! and Simon continues on his way, 
tugging on the leash again. 

Mamiko stops frequently to take pictures and I often have to 
look twice to even see what she’s looking at and turning into 
one of  her images. And she’s unbelievably quick. Her hand 
is on the lens in no time, a quick turn to focus and it’s ‘Click!’ 
again. I only saw  a light meter once on our walk. Every now 
and then, she routinely reaches into her backpack, pulls out 
a little Halina, composes her shot, snaps the picture and the 
camera disappears back into the bag with exactly the same 
smooth movement. 
It seems to me that she becomes one with what she sees 
as soon as she sees it. It’s as if during those last footsteps 
before she stops, she is shrouded in a gentle love for this 
detail of  the world and it can’t do anything else but reflect 
her, the photographer, and take its place inside her camera. 
Time and time again, with every shot, I am able to observe 
and experience a magical moment, a moment full of care 
and respect. 

Love, care, respect –  the editor in me is saying: don’t get sentimental and melodramatic! How  often 
have you read that somewhere? How  often have critics attempted to ‘talk up’ pictures with such 
terms? Stop it! How often has similar critical gibberish gotten on my nerves?

   Photo: Gudrun Thielemann
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But at the same time, I have always demanded, for my own photographs as well, and will continue 
to demand that the photographer somehow  be perceived in the image he or she has created. Good 
photography reveals the human being behind the tool, otherwise a picture is nothing more that an 
illustration or documentation.

I can spin it any which way I like but as far as Mamiko Konishi and her photography are concerned, 
the terms love, care and respect simply fit – in as far as any words do her work justice.  

    BOOK                    © Mamiko Konishi     green                        © Mamiko Konishi
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The longer I accompany Mamiko and her proud dog Simon, the more I become aware of  the effort-
lessness of this outing. She is almost floating along these well-traveled routes. Her heart and eye 
are one, they fly along, ahead, and always discover  and invent something new  in the familiar, as if 
everything here, even the smallest detail, the most everyday, the most banal, is a reflection of  her-
self.  As if everything here were waiting for her to give it a soul. Mamiko Konishi doesn’t just reveal 
herself in her photography, she shares her world with us, expertly, a personal vision, so rich, so 
whimsical and so gentle.  

When we stop at the end of  our walk to rest, her dog Simon sits down in front of me, looks at me 
questioningly as if to make sure I understood that. I pet him on the head and nod to him. He raises 
his front paw for me to shake. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      Urs Bernhard

    flutter                     © Mamiko Konishi     one_month_after                       © Mamiko Konishi
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    Full_bloom             © Mamiko Konishi
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    Afternoon_13:00          © Mamiko Konishi     (07)#23_Her_style        © Mamiko Konishi

    tiny_flowers           © Mamiko Konishi     leave         © Mamiko Konishi
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    die           © Mamiko Konishi     in_the_park        © Mamiko Konishi

   ♪Eeney_Meeney_Miney_Moe♪          ©Mamiko Konishi     red          © Mamiko Konishi
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„What I see in front of myself, what exists in front of me....
All I wish is that I could bring down everything which occurs on my emotion into my own Photographic 
World....which will make my life happier than ever.“
              Mamiko Konishi
              Tokyo 2007

Born 1973 in Chiba. Now residing in Tokyo

Group Exhibition
 2005 November "OTONA LOMO Exhibition" (at Qahwa, Tokyo)
 2006 October "osakaseven" (at Art Gallery Fujihara, Osaka)

Home Page：http://hello-clarice.com

Flickr：http://flickr.com/photos/clarice_e_simon/

    Dry             © Mamiko Konishi     fly_high_#2           © Mamiko Konishi
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Toshihiro Oshima
The Photograph as Haiku

Shinjuku Station. On the sidewalk where the multilane avenue arches up and over the train tracks, 
a man is kneeling, almost rolled up in a ball, at the end of  a small stream of rain water trickling 
across the sidewalk. It looks as if he is attempting to stop its path. Dressed in dark clothes, he’s 
easy to overlook moving along with the crowd down this busy street.

The man is not on the ground because he’s had an accident. Just the opposite, he’s down by the 
glittering surface of  the water because he’s seen the singular beauty in its spectrum of  light, its re-
flections, shadows and lines. He is holding his medium-format camera tight in both hands, bent over 
the viewfinder, and, as if  he were trying to absorb the rain water moving slowly in his direction, he 
holds his lens close up to the play of light that chance, the trickle and the sea of bright, big city lights 
reflected in it have offered him and his camera. For this fleeting moment, the man and his camera 
are one. The man is Toshihiro Oshima.           

It is 11:30 pm. The street is just as crowded as it was during 
the day. People heading home, night owls, strolling, hurry-
ing, in the casual vivaciousness that is so typical of Tokyo. 
Toshihiro Oshima gets up. He’s finished taking his picture. 
He didn’t snap it. That would not be the right word. Still hol-
ding the camera in his hands, he continues on his way, his 
camera bag bulging with equipment and several other 
cameras. He’s totally in reception mode and soon stops 
again. His attention has been captured by a similar constella-
tion, patterns and shapes of the big city and its inhabitants, 
plants and buildings, lights and shadows. And it doesn’t take 
long for him to compose yet another of his visual haikus. 

   Photo: Gudrun Thielemann
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I can’t help but think of haikus when I look at Toshihiro 
Oshima‘s pictures. The haiku, the non-event transformed 
into poetry by language, what Roland Barthes described as 
“being deeply moved by something as an event, not as 
substance…” and “the haiku reminds us of something that 
never happened but in which we experience the rediscovery 
of a recurrence without a source, an event without a cause, 
a memory without a person, a language without a mooring 
rope.” (from “L‘Empire des Signes”).

Toshihiro Oshima creates visual haikus, his language is not 
the word but of an optical nature, is purely visual, form and 
color, bright and dark, lines we can immediately absorb with 
our minds and which we can understand without first having 
to read and comprehend the written words.   

At the age of three, Toshihiro Oshima moved to the USA 
with his parents. The family moved back to Japan when he 
was eight. He was, as he says, “a real American kid” and 
had lost his native language. And this loss of language 
lasted a long time and was not an easy period of  his life. 
Back then, for those first years back in Japan, he developed 
a passion for all things visual that has continued until today. 
Perceiving the world around him as an image and having 
the image speak, that is what his work is all about.

   Photo: Gudrun Thielemann
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The immensely visual nature of  his work becomes clear to me again one afternoon. We were sitting 
together selecting the photographs for this edition of  QUADRAT. We went through over 800 square 
format pictures (we had already put the rectangular ones aside). The selection process was sponta-
neous; as good for the moment as for any possible moment in time. 

Just as all of his photographs are.  Oshima‘s pictures show  what is different in what is the same and 
what is the same in what is different.  
Oshima‘s work is circular in that it celebrates recurrence (as opposed to repetition), his work revolves 
around a center, which as such has no further significance. 

Is his work typically Japanese for that reason? In as far as I, a westerner, may venture an opinion, 
yes, I think so, but not just Japanese, it’s more than that. A few  days earlier, we had gone to the 
Shinjuku Gyoen park. The cherry blossoms had already passed their peak this year but still, the 
park was full of people on this Saturday. Groups, individuals, families, all taking walks or having 
picnics, sitting on the grass, taking naps. Many people were drawing, water coloring and there were 
alot of  serious photographers - surprisingly enough almost no one taking snapshots. Despite the 
festive cheer, the park exuded a serenity I was unfamiliar with. Four of us sat down under a large 
cherry tree, had a little something to eat and drank a bottle of red wine. And talked. I asked Toshihiro 
Oshima if my comparison with the haiku was appropriate or not. He responded, saying that it had 
never occurred to him but it was true and if that was what he was doing with his pictures, that would 
make him very happy indeed. We drank to that. 

He later explained to me how  Tokyo was build around a center, the Imperial Palace, and that every-
thing had revolved around this hub. Japanese society is circular. Just like the annual cherry blossom 
festival we were taking part in, the reoccurring pattern is important, from the celebration of the first 
buds to the blossoms falling from the trees like snow. 
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The circular aspect of reoccurrence is essentially similar to focusing in on the smallest occurrence, 
the non-event, embedded in the blur of what is flowing. Bokeh? Toshihiro Oshima is a master of 
precise focusing and a master of Bokeh. A master of photographic articulation.  

After our conversation we continued walking through the park and it was difficult for me to keep up 
with Toshihiro Oshima as he hurried through the landscape like a bird intoxicated by spring, always 
stopping to examine something that attracted his interest, immediately lowering his head over the 
viewfinder of  one of  his many cameras as if  it had always been a part of him, releasing the shutter, 
wiping a strand of hair out of his face, and moving on. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------       Urs Bernhard  

   de/flex II                    © Toshihiro Oshima     Oracle                  © Toshihiro Oshima
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    el espiritu de la colmena                  © Toshihiro Oshima
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   Karma       © Toshihiro Oshima     hectopascal II      © Toshihiro Oshima

    equinox       © Toshihiro Oshima     l‘empire des lumières: twinkle                © Toshihiro Oshima
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„My favourite subject keeps changing from time to time, but I suppose that my constant subject all lies in 
my own daily life. It‘s actually more fun to discover something special in my boring daily life than to seek 
a special kind of place on this earth.
The crystal elements of my eyes are the Looking Glass to observe the world. My mind is the Dark Room 
which carries the Negative film inside. Then the Photographs are the representation of the Image which 
is reflected through the Prism of Soul.
Photographs won't tell any truth, but only gives us the bits and elements waking up from our mind's 
eye.....but then, the question is, what's the truth? ”
              Toshihiro Oshima
              Tokyo 2007

    the preacher           © Toshihiro Oshima      shiny metal rod        © Toshihiro Oshima
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   albedo 0,39–I        © Toshihiro Oshima    optimization: phase five:„libido“         © Toshihiro Oshima

    catoptic        © Toshihiro Oshima     vivre III           © Toshihiro Oshima
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    the vanishing point          © Toshihiro Oshima     amnesia 2                   © Toshihiro Oshima

Born 1960  and currently living in Tokyo.
Studied Fine Art and Art Science in Tama Art University in Tokyo. Working in a Multimedia-Production Company as a CGI/Special–
Effects Supervisor for Advertising and Films, as well as Director of Photography for a feature film which is now in Post-Production.

Group Exhibitions
 2005 November "OTONA LOMO Exhibition" (at Qahwa, Tokyo)
 2006 January  "7" (at Le Deco, Tokyo)
 2006 October "osakaseven" (at Art Gallery Fujihara, Osaka)

Solo Exhibition
 2007 November "chiaro-oscuro" (at nagune, Tokyo)

Home Page : http://www.rayon-vert.com/  
Flickr : http://www.flickr.com/people/tommyoshima/
PBase : http://www.pbase.com/tommyoshima
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We would like to invite you to having again a closer look at our Rolleiflex Hy6, which made its first appea-
rence at the last Photokina, 2006.
The camera is now  available. After our severe testing in lab and field, we added some upgrades and 
refinements to the machine. Today we are very proud of  our new  and marvellous tool, the Rolleiflex Hy6, 
as we are of its siblings the Sinar Hy6 and the Leaf AFi  

Produkt–Argumente

• Full frame 6x6 medium format camera with the option 
 of using future 48x48 mm sensors.
 The coverage of all lenses is 80mm
• Quick and easy change between film- and digital-
 backs, according to personal prevalence or need
• Large viewfinder and bright screen
• Very ergonomical handgrip adjustable to 4 positions 
 depending on the types of viewfinder used or on the
 actual shooting situation. 
 The large display remains always visible to the photo- 
 grapher
• All PQ/PQS lenses of the 6000-system can be used. 
 Flash synchronization up to 1/1000s 
• High performance Lenses from Schneider and Zeiss
• Digital backs from Sinar and Leaf
• Made in Germany

NEWS
Rollei f lex Hy6



S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Camera type 
Single-lens autofocus reflex camera with automatic multi-exposure control, variable metering pattern, TTL autoflash (SCA-3002) and 
motorized film advance when using magazine 4560. 
Autofocus 
Cross-type autofocus sensor. Integral red-light grid projector for autofocusing in poor light. Non-AF Rolleiflex 6008-compatible PQ/PQS 
lenses can be used with focus indicator. 
Film negative sizes 
4,5 x 6 cm and 6 x 6 cm (6 x 6 cm in preparation) 
Film types 
Size 120 and 220 roll film  
Film speed 
ISO 25 to 6400 can be set on changeable filmback in 1/3 increments. 
Shutter 
Electronically controlled between-the-lens shutter, speeds from 1/1000 s 
(with PQS lenses) to 32 seconds plus B and T. 
Exposure metering 
Multizone average metering. 
Centre-weighted multizone metering. 
Spot metering via central photodiode (approx. 1% of 6 x 6 film frame). 
Automatic compensation of extraneous light during metering. 
Integral RGB sensor for automatic white balance in digital photography. 
Exposure functions
Shutter-priority AE.
Aperture-priority AE.
Programmed AE biased for fast shutter speeds.
Manual metering in 1/3 increments.
Working ranges 
Exposure metering EV 0 to EV 19 at ISO 100 with 80mm f/2.8 lens 
Automatic focusing EV 1 to EV 19 at ISO 100 with 80mm f/2.8 lens 
TTL flash ISO 25 – 1600 
AE/AF lock 
Enabled in all automatic-exposure modes. Locks in EV of shutter speed 
and aperture. 
Exposure compensation 
Manual setting range from -5 to +5 EV, in 1/3 increments. 
In bracketing mode in increments of 1/3, 2/3 and 1 EV. 
Autoflash 
OTF TTL metering. Automatic flash firing possible with dedicated Metz 
flash units in case of poor light. Additive fill-in flash.
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Flash synchronization 
At all speeds from 1/1000 s to 32s. Hot shoe with contacts for dedicated Metz flash units. SCA interface via Rollei SCA-3562 
adapter.
Minimum shutter lag 
Ultra-fast shutter response with approx. 3–4ms delay between shutter triggering and exposure, with PQ lenses. 
With PQS lenses, shutter lag is only approx.2ms. Additional automatic stand-by mode after shutter release is possible. 
Depth-of-field preview 
By pressing stop-down button, in any mode. 
Mirror lock-up 
In any mode, with AE lock and display. 
Lens mount 
Rollei bayonet mount. 10-contact signal strip for aperture and shutter-speed transfer. Exposure control fully functional, even with bellows 
attachment, extension tubes and reversing adapter. 
Multiple exposures 
Via electronic suppression of film advance, without viewfinder control, e.g. for digital printing. 
Reflex mirror 
Direct-drive reflex mirror with partially transmitting multilayer coating; can be locked up. 
Viewfinder system 
Standard collapsible finder-hood with swing-up focusing magnifier, interchangeable for 90° High eyepoint finder or 45° prism finder. 
Focusing screens. Superbright High-D focusing screen is standard equipment. 
Viewfinder information 
Illuminated viewfinder LCD for focusing status, shutter speed and aperture (in 1/3 increments); metered-manual exposure balancing, 
exposure compensation, spot metering, flash-indication, custom functions, battery condition. 
Control Display on Handgrip 
Iluminated Control Display showing Exposure Mode, AE Lock, Autofocus Mode, Aperture, Exposure Compensation, Light Meter, 
Shutter Speed, Mirror Lock, ISO-Film Speed, Flash Mode and Metering Pattern. 
Film advance 
Automatic film advance by high-performance motor incorporated in magazine. Single-frame and continuous shooting with up to 2 
fps. Automatic film winding up to frame 1. Automatic film winding after exposure of last frame. 
Power supply 
By rechargeable high-performance 7.4V, 2200 mAh lithium-ion battery. 
Handgrip 
With four click stops (for use of WLF or 90°or 45° finder).
Detachable leather wrist strap.
Interchangeable film magazines 
Type 4560 4.5 x 6cm film magazine with integral laminar drawslide, frame counter, film-speed setting, film-type indicator and pre-
loadable film insert. Type 6060 film magazine for 6 x 6cm format in preparation. 
Custom functions, accessible via menus 
Leading or trailing sync 
Preflash metering 
Self-timer 
Automatic Exposure bracketing in 1/3 increments optional 
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Focus bracketing 
Trap function 
Ultra fast shutter 
Interfaces 
Interface for digital backs from Sinar and Leaf 
8-pin screw-type universal connector for electri-
cal cable release and other electronic accesso-
ries 
Mini USB socket, e. g. for Firmware Updates 
Working temperature 
From -20¡ C to +60¡ C. 
Quick-release tripod plate (Novoflex Q-BASE)
With 1/4” and 3/8” tripod socket 
Suitable digital backs 
Sinar back eMotion 22 / 54 / 75 Sinar back eVolution 
75 H Sinar back 54 MC / M Some digital backs by 
Leaf 
Suitable lenses 
Schneider AFD 50, 80, 150, 180,
Zoom 60 – 140 as well as AFD Flektogon 35.
All PQ and PQS lenses that are compatible with 
Rolleiflex 6008 cameras.

Dimensions (mm/ wxhxd )
Camera body: 157 x 112 x 78 
80mm f/2.8 lens: 67 x 90 
4560 film magazine: 88 x 86 x 50
Digital back: See manufacturer‘s data
Weight
Camera body with battery: 990 g
80mm f/2.8 lens: 500 g
4560 film magazine: 330 g
Digital back: See manufacturer‘s data

Subject to change without notice. 
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